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ABSTRACT

Manufacturing companies are increasingly confronted with the challenges of market
globalisation, a shortening of product life cycles and a growing diversity of variants.
New and flexible approaches to optimizing production processes and their planning
ability are therefore needed to secure competitiveness in a sustainable way. Manual
assembly in particular is a cost factor in the manufacturing industry and takes up
a high proportion of the total production time. In addition to the efficient design of
assembly processes, the ergonomic assessment and optimisation of work systems to
avoid health hazards is also becoming increasingly important, also in consideration of
demographic change. Currently, high personnel costs for the analysis of the workplace
as well as special technical requirements for the employees in industrial engineering
are identified as problematic. Especially for small and medium-sized companies with
limited capacities in planning and existing competence levels of the employees, this
aspect represents a hurdle that should not be underestimated. The following paper
discusses the hypothesis that a combined approach of machine learning and rule-
based knowledge as a hybrid analysis is suitable for transferring motion data captured
by motion capturing into rule-conforming analyses in a semi-automated way. For this
purpose, the new process building block system MTM-Human Work Design is used,
which documents the required influencing factors chronologically and makes them
variably evaluable in order to create time measurements and ergonomic execution
analyses.

Keywords: Motion study, Ergonomics, Human work design, MTM-HWD, Machine learning,
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INTRODUCTION

Manufacturing companies are facing increasing challenges by rising compe-
titive pressure, which is forcing them to make more efficient use of their
resources (Abele and Reinhart, 2011). In order to maintain a long-term com-
petitive position in high-wage locations such as Germany (Eurostat, 2022),
this means constantly reviewing the deployment of employees. Despite the
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increasing use of automation solutions, the majority of activities in the areas
of production and logistics continue to be performed manually, with manual
activities represent a significant cost factor and therefore requiring detai-
led planning (Scholer, 2018). Reinforced by demographic change as well
as an increased awareness of work-related health hazards, the ergonomic
assessment and optimization of work systems is also gaining in importance
(Schlund et al., 2018). Furthermore, the ergonomic design of work systems
is essential for error-free, efficient, and waste-reduced execution of work
and has been shown to increase employee motivation along the value chain
(Dombrowski and Kuhlang, 2017).

Therefore, Industrial Engineering has a set of different analysis tools at
its disposal. One example is formed by the systems of predetermined times
as a tool for time measurements analysis of manual processes (Shell, 1986).
With their help, work processes can be described by standardized move-
ment increments to which execution times are assigned on the basis of an
assumed standard performance. This also enables a prospective planning of
processes as well as a direct evaluation of optimizations (Deuse and Busch,
2012). One of the most common building block systems in operational appli-
cation in Germany and other industrial states is Methods-Time-Measurement
(MTM) (Genaidy et al., 1990). In contrast, ergonomic design of work systems
focuses on reducing the probabilities of potential health hazards for emplo-
yees through stress reduction (Schlick et al., 2018). To this end, numerous
methods with varying focus and granularity available to practitioners. An
example of a holistic assessment of biomechanical risk for the whole body
and upper extremities is the Ergonomic Assessment Worksheet (EAWS) (Sch-
aub et al., 2013). The process building block system MTM-Human Work
Design (MTM-HWD) is a new method of industrial engineering that makes
it possible to derive time measurements and ergonomic analyses on the basis
of a process description.

Both methods in the area of time measurements and ergonomic analyses
require a high degree of experience in addition to profound technical quali-
fications in their application for small and medium-sized companies (Benter
and Kuhlang, 2020; Deuse and Busch, 2012).

Therefore, new and complementary methods are needed to simplify and
reduce the effort required to create work system analyses. The use of digi-
tal technologies for virtual mapping of human movements is becoming more
important in industrial planning processes. These technologies are useful for
deriving planning analyses on time measurements and ergonomics in the
context of digital work system design, such as with ema Work Designer
(Fritzsche, 2021; Bullinger-Hoffmann and Mühlstedt, 2016). The automa-
ted generation of analyses, for example, offers high potential in this context
(Borsdorf et al., 2022). Motion capturing (MoCap) methods can be used to
reduce the effort involved in recording the actual state of manual processes.
Studies have already shown that the use of data recorded via MoCap is sui-
table for the derivation of MTM components. However, the direct derivation
using mathematical models and the exclusive use of neural networks as mach-
ine learning (ML) methods have revealed the need for optimizing the quality
of results (Deuse et al., 2020; Benter and Kuhlang, 2020). Furthermore, if
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the existing need to capture ergonomic influencing variables is taken into
account, a clear extension with additional influencing variables results. One
approach to meet both the higher requirements and the fundamental challen-
ges of automated analysis of human movements in the context of work study
is the combined use of machine learning and rule-based reasoning. Such a
formalized model for hybrid analysis is discussed in the following paper with
its challenges and special potentials.

CAPTURING OF MOTION DATA IN MANUAL PROCESSES

Acquiring digital motion data is a fundamental requirement for generating
automated execution analyses and is already being used in various ways, such
as ergonomic risk assessment (Yunus et al., 2021). The goal is to capture and
mathematically describe movements as accurately and completely as possible
(Simon et al., 2017). When directly comparing the different MoCap methods,
it is important to identify and classify differences that are essential for use in
work economic studies.

This can be done using optical and non-optical systems. If an optical recor-
ding is carried out, it can be marker-based with markers attached to the
human body or markerless (Gudehus, 2009; Schlick et al., 2018). Marker-
based MoCap methods use markers on the human body and can be further
divided into camera-based systems and systems using sensors. While camera-
based systems capture markers fixed to the body and use computation to
generate a three-dimensional image of the human body (Gudehus, 2009; King
and Dailey Paulson, 2007), some methods also exist in which sensors are atta-
ched directly to the body. Sensors include protractors, pressure sensors for the
feet, accelerometers, and gyroscopes (Aminian and Najafi, 2004). However,
when using marker-based MoCap systems, regardless of the specific technical
implementation, there is a risk of influencing the human’s movement pattern
and thus manipulating the analysis results (Gudehus, 2009).

In contrast, markerless systems are based on magnetic, mechanical, or
acoustic technologies and measure changes in physical quantities. These
quantities can subsequently be used to infer the position and orientation of
objects (King and Dailey Paulson, 2007). Additionally, it is possible to gene-
rate 3D models visually by using special cameras to capture additional depth
data in addition to the simple 2D image (Kadambi et al., 2014). An example
of the use of 3D cameras in the context of work study is the work of Benter
and Kuhlang (2020), which describes the use of 3D motion data to identify
motions in the MTM-1 process building block system. This work also points
to the particular suitability of video-based, markerless systems due to their
minimal effect on motion execution.

In addition to using cameras with depth detection, deep learning techni-
ques can generate a 3D skeletal model from a single two-dimensional RGB
image or 2D image sequence (Motta et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2019; McLau-
ghlin et al., 2022). An example is represented by the model of Simon et al.
(2017), which uses this technique for hand recognition and was trained using
multiview bootstrapping. For this, images of hands in different poses were
captured from two perspectives, and points on the hand were detected using
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Convolutional Pose Machines (Wei et al., 2016; Simon et al., 2017). Since
this approach does not impose any special requirements on cameras or use
of additional sensor technology and also allows approximation of hidden
points, it is particularly suitable for detecting motion sequences.

PERFORMANCE OF MACHINE LEARNING IN WORK STUDIES

The described recording of human movements via MoCap provides the basis
for processing as machine-readable data. For example, Benter and Kuhlang
(2020) identify movements using mathematical models for the characteri-
stic expression of joint angles over time. Furthermore their provision as
machine-readable data enables the use of machine learning methods for the
classification of movements. Machine Learning (ML) is the term used to
describe a subfield of Artificial Intelligence that focuses on the problem of
constructing a system that improves itself based on experience (Mitchell,
2017). The goal of ML is described as learning patterns, from existing data,
which can be used to predict future data (Murphy, 2012).

An example of the use of ML is described by Deuse et al. (2020) in the use
of convolutional neural networks to identify MTM-1 basic movements from
motion data. Here, however, the focus is exclusively on the basic movements
and the upper body of the subject. Another example involving ergonomic
variables and the whole body in the context of MTM-HWD is described in
Jansing et al. (2023). In this, the suitability of ML for the classification of
expressions of the influence factors Type of Grasp and Grasp Motion for the
right hand was tested. Thereby, both the models for the prediction of Type
of Grasp and Grasp Motion were able to achieve high accuracy. Thus, the
use of MoCap systems and the subsequent analysis of the motion data using
ML could be identified as a proven means to reduce the analysis effort by
detecting actions and the expression of influencing factors (Jansing et al.,
2023; Deuse et al., 2020).

Other approaches, such as the use of ML models for the text-based eva-
luation of work processes, also demonstrate the particular suitability of ML
for use in work economics studies. In addition to the reduction of analysis-
specific effort, a particular suitability for the reduction of complexity can be
observed when using MTM process languages (Borsdorf et al., 2022).

Both the presented studies and other studies (e.g., (Koch et al., 2022)) point
to existing challenges in the use of ML in the context of analyses. For exam-
ple, there are high demands on the quality and size of the data set used to train
the models employed (Koch et al., 2022; Borsdorf et al., 2022). The datasets
need to present a diverse range of activities in differing frameworks to guaran-
tee reliable training of the models. The use of skeletal models can reduce the
effort required to differentiate the subject group by excluding anthropome-
tric factors that may influence the results. Otherwise, additional influencing
factors such as gender, body size, physical constitution, etc. are required as
part of the data acquisition process to represent a broad subject collective
(Deuse et al., 2020). The quantity of influencing factors to describe in the
analysis context represents a further hurdle. A first step is the use of the com-
bined process module system MTM-HWD. This enables a comprehensive
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description by means of 26 influencing factors compared to an individual
evaluation by means of MTM-1 (32 factors) and EAWS (43 factors) (Kuh-
lang, 2015). In addition, influence factors can also be directly derived using
rule-based knowledge in conjunction with body poses estimated via skeletal
models (Jansing et al., 2023). Existing uncertainties in common ML algo-
rithms also require an approach beyond the mere use of ML models. Such
deterministic algorithms only differentiate distinctly different human body
motions (Le and Nguyen, 2020). In conclusion, the integration of rule-based
knowledge in addition to an exclusive evaluation using ML represents an
elementary component for the automated and correct generation of analyses.

INTEGRATION OF RULE BASED KNOWLEDGE

To translate digital motion data from software applications, the MTM ASSO-
CIATION e.V. has created MTMmotion, a concept that is intended to enable
different software tools to describe motion data in a uniform manner and
translate it into MTM analyses. The software transforms data that are avai-
lable in a defined input format into MTM analyses via an interface, whereby
the consideration of the MTM set of rules ensures the correctness of the
MTM analysis in terms of rules (Huebser et al., 2021; Borsdorf et al., 2022).
This concept was developed in which the translation of VR motion data into
MTM-UAS analyses was conceptually implemented. Objects, body and arm
movements, and postures were identified as key data (Spitzhirn et al., 2022).

In addition to the incorporation of rule-based knowledge into the gene-
ration of analyses with accompanying entanglements between MTM-HWD
actions and influencing factors, another example is the consideration of
experiential knowledge to increase prediction accuracy. This refers to the
consideration of probabilities with which individual actions and influencing
factors occur simultaneously or follow each other. By the interaction of ML
for the evaluation of movement data with the further described decision
parameters a higher result quality of the analysis is expected compared with
deterministic algorithms. Finally, ambiguities as well as errors in the data
require user feedback for elimination and does not require expert knowledge
due to the implicit consideration of rule-based knowledge.

PROSPECTION FOR HYBRID ANALYSIS METHOD

To integrate the described decision parameters into a holistic pro-
cess of creating analyses, a partially automated procedure is required.
In a combining logic, the new process applies both rule-based and
experience-based knowledge to the motion data collected via MoCap.
The missing parts and ambiguities in the database can be corrected by
user feedback. This requires a multistep approach, which is described in
Figure 1.

The basis of the analysis is motion data recorded via MoCap. As descri-
bed above, these can be acquired via a multitude of systems. To enable a
system-independent use of the method, skeleton models should be used. They
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Figure 1: Concept of hybrid analysis for the transfer of movement data into motion
studies.

are suitable for an analysis via ML models and the application of direct
rule-based knowledge, e.g., via joint angles.

The derivation of the various influencing variables is carried out as
part of the analysis of the movement data. A distinction is made betw-
een blackbox and whitebox models. Dependencies that are deterministi-
cally known are represented with whitebox models (e.g., joint angle for
trunk inclination or leg posture). Unknown dependencies are represented
by data-driven blackbox models, which are very difficult to explain in their
result from a mathematical point of view (e.g., for grip type or grip move-
ment) (Loyola-Gonzalez, 2019). Classification and regression methods based
on deep neural networks are considered particularly useful for black-box
models.

In interaction with the analysis, the interpretation of the analysis results
takes place. Both processes can be summarized as a logic, which represents
a hybrid model and links several data models: constraints by conside-
ring rule conformance, probability predictions for individual actions and
influencing factors as well as user feedback for ambiguities and misses.
The result of the interpretation represents the input for the final analysis
step.

The prediction and output of probabilities for subsequent motion incre-
ments enables the implementation of a branch prediction interface. By combi-
ning this with the prediction of model probabilities and constraints involving
the maximum likelihood method, the most statistically likely outcome for a
parameter can be determined. This is exemplified in Figure 2 below. In this,
the individual actions shown in rectangles follow each other with a differen-
tiated probability or are excluded. Thus, probable paths in the interpretation
can support the decision making.

The result of the logic represents information which, as unambiguous
information, enables the time measurements as well as ergonomic study of
movement execution in the form of an MTM-HWD analysis.
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Figure 2: Exemplary representation of a sequence of actions with typical probabilities
of occurrence and rule-based constraints for decision support.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Through the interaction of black- and whitebox models for the analysis of
motion data as well as their interpretation as an overall structured logic,
a higher result quality can be expected compared to deterministic algori-
thms. By considering constraints and empirical knowledge, uncertainties in
common ML algorithms can be reduced.

To elaborate the described target state, a development of a methodology
for the implementation of the rule-based knowledge for the process building
block system MTM-HWD is required first. Furthermore, an elaboration of
the design for the analysis for the interaction of the black- as well as whi-
tebox models has to be developed. In addition, it requires the inclusion of
appropriate data acquisition for training the created ML models to complete
the blackbox models. It also requires the development of a concept for taking
user feedback into account via a suitable user interface.
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